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Major Transformations

• Shift of global economy to Asia
• Digital Transformation of Economies and Societies

• The pandemic accelerated digital adoption
• Biomedical science and health care revolution
• Energy transition and climate

• In this era, there are, low cost, widely available, 
powerful tools and technologies to drive rapid change 
and hopefully progress

• Later I may cover a few of these technologies and tools
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A period of extraordinarily complex and rapid change

• A burst of productivity growth is possible or even likely
• Opportunities for inclusive growth patterns 
• All major transformations are disruptive and have distributional 

impacts
• AI, advanced robotics, sensors, vision

• In 10-15 years manufacturing and much of logistics will not be 
labor intensive

• Global supply networks for goods will be reconfigured 
• At least some degree of localization can be expected
• Work/jobs and skills will change 
• Automation and Augmentation
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Pandemic Impacts and Recovery Patterns

• Global Economy is in Rapid Recovery Mode
• But the recovery has lost some momentum
• 1H versus 2H in 2021

• Vaccine rollout globally is too slow
• Climate headwinds becoming stronger

• And starting to have macroeconomic effects
• In USA, 1/3 of pop lives in counties that experienced flood, fire, hurricane etc
• Estimated cost ~ $100B
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More

• Supply chain congestion 
• Unexpected
• More severe
• Longer lasting

• Inflation
• Adverse distributional trends – worsened in the pandemic

• It could have been worse
• Large increments in sovereign debt

• Income and wealth distribution 
• Massive acceleration in digital adoption
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China

• Slowing significantly
• Zero tolerance Covid policy holding consumption back
• Overly indebted real estate sector – maybe price reset

• Systemic risk low
• But the regulators will try to make sure that the investors 

• Regulatory actions in tech – not surprising 
• Not aimed at foreign investors
• Zero tolerance for competing power centers

• VIE probably OK
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Floods in 2021
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Tornadoes in Southeast USA
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Peru Basic Data
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Population:  33M
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Peru Digtial

• Average speed 6.2 mbps
• Highly variable

• Data  average cost $2.48 pr GB
• Mostly 4G
• Penetration  65.3%
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Platforms
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eCommerce
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Still Income and Wealth Inequality is High
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Development Issues and Priorities In General

• Globally we have to put the pandemic behind us with a global vaccine rollout 
• It is a distributional disaster
• Failure to do so prolongs the pandemic – with a sequence of new variants

• Digital has the potential to disrupt but also accelerate inclusive growth and development
• On the disruption side: digital with make manufacturing and much of logistics NOT labor 

intensive in the next 10—15 years
• On the benefits side: 

• The potential for inclusive patterns of growth and welfare advancement are 
enormous.  But to realize them we need access.  And that means universal access at 
low cost to the mobile internet

• This should be thought of as a public good, or a set of them
• Left to the private sector it will happen too slowly and less inclusively than is optimal
• Among other things it releases explosive growth in entrepreneurial activity
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Global Expansion of Entrepreneurial Activity 
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India Digital Expansion
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Jio Platforms

• In 2019, Reliance created Jio Platforms 
• a wholly owned subsidiary that includes Jio smartphones and data-service plans 

as well as a growing array of downstream digital businesses. 
• In the first half of 2020, Jio Platforms raised $20 billion from leading global 

players in digital internet services, including Facebook (now Meta), Google 
(Alphabet), Intel, Qualcomm, and an A-list of private-equity investors.

• Rapidly developing apps and taking majority stakes in a growing collection of 
service providers (cloud, AI, IOT and more)
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TOOLS – THAT IS TECHNOLOGIES
THAT POWER THESE TRANSFORMATIONS

• VERY POWERFUL
• RAPIDLY DECLINING COSTS
• WIDELY AVAILABLE – TO RESEARCHERS AND ENTREPRENEURS
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Density of transistors in Semiconductors

iPhones now have 5nm 
chips

Faster and lower energy 
consumption

Key part of the energy 
Transition
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3D Structure of Proteins
DeepMind
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Cloud Computing –
Scalability

On singles day in China (11/11)

At the peak, Alibaba is processing on the 
order of 300,000 purchases per second

Alipay is processing in the neighborhood of 
265,000 payments per second
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Unicorns Updated
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DNA Sequencing Cost
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Gene Editing

Emmanuelle Charpentier and Jennifer Doudna
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Growth Versus Carbon: Total Emissions

• Developed economies have peaked and are declining
• China is expected to peak by 2030
• India’s has a huge amount of growth and incremental energy consumption in its 

future and will not peak – at best until well after 2040. 
• At best means with with a substantial shift away from coal toward a greener 

energy mix
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Top Emitters and Glasgow

• China 10.2
• USA 5.3
• EU 5.4
• Canada/Mexico 1.2
• India 2.6
• Japan 1.1
• World 36.6
• Percentage of top 6 71%
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Carbon Intensity of Global Economy

• If the global economy grows at 3% in real terms
• And if the goal is to be close to 14 GT of CO2 emissions by 

2040
• The the carbon intensity of the global economy has to 

decline by 7% per year
• It will take investment of roughly $3-3.5T per year, about 

50-50 public and private, to get there
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Major Challenges
• Mechanisms – carbon pricing – and incentives
• CBAM – nice idea - very hard to implement
• Measurement and compliance
• Accelerating innovation –
• The DARPA/ARPA/ARPA-E models
• Fund and try everything approach
• The vaccine model

• Distributing the intertemporal carbon budget

• Balancing (in a multi-decade transition)
• the expansion of the green side of the global economy 
• Energy efficiency, non-fossil fuel electricity generation, expansion of electricity share of the energy mix (in 

transport for example) and direct carbon reduction
• with the phasing down of the fossil fuel 

• Eliminate fossil fuel subsides – yes
• Eliminate fossil fuel investment – not a good idea
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